An all-weather Light Truck tire that offers exceptional durability, mileage, and wet braking for high stress commercial applications.

THE MICHELIN®
AGILIS® CROSSCLIMATE® TIRE

(1) Meets the USTMA (U.S. Tire Manufacturers Association) snow traction performance requirements. Meets the Tire and Rubber Association of Canada (TRAC) requirements for severe snow traction.
Our Most Durable Heavy Duty Light Commercial Truck Tire:
Professional-Grade Construction including CurbGard™ sidewall protectors that resist curb scrubbing in urban environments for improved sidewall durability.

Improved Tread Life Under Heavy Loads: 
The MICHELIN® Agilis® CrossClimate® tire lasted 10% to 19% longer under heavy loads than three leading competitive commercial tires. MaxPressure Profile™ optimizes the tire footprint for better wear life under high pressure, heavy loads, high torque, and stop and go driving. Additionally, the StabiliBlok™ design provides wider and longer tread blocks, to resist extreme torque while providing cool operating temperatures under full load at high speed.

Excellent Wet and Snow Traction: 
The MICHELIN® Agilis® CrossClimate® tire offers shorter wet stopping distances and better snow traction than three leading competitive commercial tires.

SipeLock™ provides hundreds of biting edges for improved wet and snow traction without sacrificing tread block stability.
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